VR Conferencing

Collaborate without travelling and gain real-time visibility of your project’s progress with our VR Conferencing tool for distributed business teams. Our solution will help you optimize your entire collaboration workflow, from planning, design and development to project management and scheduling - while reducing overall travel costs.

Our VR Conferencing tool enables companies to create and lead meetings in Virtual Reality, utilizing avatars and virtual business surroundings such as a conference-table, interactive whiteboard and other collaborative tools. By using this state-of-the-art solution, dispersed offices and remote workers can communicate, participate, and interact with each other as if they all were in the same room: switch to the person who’s talking simply by turning your head, review and mark presentations simultaneously or inspect and manipulate 3D models interactively. This real-time collaboration in a shared, virtual environment speeds up your planning and implementation process, enables you to test designs virtually and lets you resolve potential issues, long before a physical prototype, while providing you with a lifelike interpersonal experience.

Location independent
Realistic face-to-face meetings
Transmission of non-verbal communication
High immersion

Share and review presentations in real-time
Interact with the virtual world and 3D objects
Save travel and accommodation cost
Improve meeting engagement
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